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New Data Source for Satellite Radar Imagery: Sentinel-1!
Satellite radar data has been a key data source for monitoring dark (non-AIS transmitting) vessels
in Skylight. As of April, we have been adding much more satellite radar imagery by pulling in freely
available data from a second satellite into the platform, SENTINEL-1. See here for more information
about SENTINEL-1 on the European
Space Agency’s website.

These data appear very similarly to how
we have displayed satellite radar data
from our existing provider, RADARSAT-2.
The main differences are that
SENTINEL-1 data will not require any
pre-ordering, will be available regularly,
and can be downloaded. The main
negative component is that SENTINEL-1
does not provide imagery for the whole
world - most data will be for near-shore
areas close to major continents. See
below for a detailed summary of the
differences between the existing satellite
radar source (RADARSAT-2) and our new
source (SENTINEL-1):

Source Requires
making
an order

Minimum
vessel size
detectable

Geographical
coverage

Latency* Able to
download
detections

Fields available
(as of May 2022)

RADARSAT-2
(Existing
Option)

Yes 6m Anywhere Normal Option:
4-6 hr average

Rush Option: 2 hr
average

No Estimated Length
Estimated Width
Heading

SENTINEL-1
(New Option)

No 10m Near-shore of
continents

2-8 hrs,
depending on
area

Yes Estimated Length

Latency describes the delay between when a collection occurs and when it shows up in Skylight.

We use a machine learning model to look for potential vessels in radar imagery - these potential
vessels are called “vessel detections”. Clicking on detections will show you more information about
the vessel. Estimated length can help determine the probable type of a vessel in a dark detection. If
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https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1


a detection has been correlated to an AIS signal (gray colored icon), clicking on the detection will
show AIS information and tracks.

Because SENTINEL-1 data comes from a satellite that does not take orders from Skylight, the radar
data from this source is available only for some areas and at predetermined times. Reference this
map to check whether your area of interest is covered by SENTINEL-1 and how frequently the
satellite revisits your area:
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Upcoming collection schedules are available on the European Space Agency’s website. You can use
this schedule to plan patrols around expected collection periods.

NOTE: The map above shows all areas that SENTINEL-1 monitors, but Skylight is only processing a
subset of these areas. We are not processing all data SENTINEL-1 collects globally. Today you can
view detections over the Western Indian Ocean and the Caribbean on a regular basis. Next, we will
start loading collections for the Gulf of Guinea,
Eastern Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia, and
South America. These areas were prioritized
based on where the majority of current Skylight
users are.
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https://sentinels.copernicus.eu/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/observation-scenario/acquisition-segments


Use the Filters menu to view detections from
only SENTINEL-1 or RADARSAT-2. Clicking on
the collection area - represented by a green box
- will display summary statistics about the
collection.

Unlike RADARSAT-2, you can download
detections from SENTINEL-1  to csv or kml files.

Last but not least, you can choose to receive
alerts about SENTINEL-1 collections in the
same way you receive alerts about
RADARSAT-2 collections:

1. Create an AOI (if you do not have one
already)

2. Click on the AOI
3. Click “Save as Alert”
4. Select “Satellite Radar Imagery”
5. Choose In-app and/or Email notification
6. Name your Alert
7. Click “Save as Alert”

Creating an alert allows you to receive notifications when a new collection that overlaps with your
AOI becomes available in Skylight.

Get Alerts for Real-Time Fishing
As of April, you can receive in-app or email alerts for Fishing Events in your area of interest just like
all of the other event types.

Updates to Events Menu and Filters

Separating Standard and Dark Rendezvous Events
You can now filter between Standard and Dark Rendezvous Events from
the Events menu. We made it easier to distinguish these events because
of how different they are (e.g. Standard Rendezvous Events are
generated with rules and carry higher confidence of occurring; Dark
Rendezvous Events are generated with machine learning and have more
false positives).
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Filters That Apply to All Event Types are Combined
The same filters that existed before are still there. Now, Nationalities, Vessel Type, and Status filters
are consolidated under the “Events” category:

As a reminder, “In Progress” events refers to the AIS-based events that are still happening
according to their last known positions. This is useful during live patrols and operations. For
example, two AIS-transmitting vessels conducting a transshipment and are still close together as
of their last received AIS transmissions would display as an “In Progress” Standard Rendezvous

event and have this icon .

Skylight available in Portuguese!
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The platform should appear in Portuguese if your browser is set up with Portuguese as the
preferred language.

Improved Application Programming Interface (API)
Moving forward, API access to Skylight will be through GraphQL rather than REST API. GraphQL
will allow for more flexible querying than what was possible with REST API. Current users of our API
via REST API will continue to be able to access data via that method. However, Vessel Detections
from Satellite Radar and all future new event types will be available only through GraphQL.

● See an example query with GraphQL here.
● See schema here.
● Contact support@skylight.global if you are interested in API access or have any questions.

EEZ Dashboards Removed
There were not enough agencies using this functionality to justify the upkeep of dashboards, so we
have retired these from Skylight.
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https://www.skylight.global/api-sample
http://api.skylight.earth/schema/

